
When the SUN 

Goes Down, 

DYNASOL Rises  

to Light Up 

Indian Streets
Combing the power of  Solar and 

LED technology, our all-in-one lighting 

systems are engineered to optimized, 

clean energy, cost-effective solutionsCONTACT 

WE SEE PROMISE 

IN SOLAR ENERGY 

WHEREVER WE LOOK

Address : 39-First Floor, Earth Icon Mall, New VIP Road,

Waghodia - Dabhoi Ring Road, Vadodara-390 019. Gujarat.

Email : info@dynamicsolartech.in / sales@dynamicsolartech.in

Mobile : +91 8141067272/ 8141067373

Website : www.dynamicsolartech.in
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Dynamic Solar Technologies has a powerful mission – help public, private 

and government sectors transition from fossil fuel to inexpensive, clean, 

and sustainable solar energy for their lighting needs.

Incorporated in 2017, we help companies dramatically reduce their carbon 

footprint. As an end-to-end solution provider, we take care of every stage 

of the solar transitioning process –development, engineering, 

implementation, commissioning, service and maintenance to output 

'Smart City Solar Lights' with built-in CCTV and remote management 

system of international standards. 

As an organization, we are fully wedded to our Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi's 'Make in India' initiative.

    We are the first in India to combine the best of Solar and LED 

        technologies, with our strong base in R&D 

        No-fuss, remote-control, smart features

        100% energy conservation. When not in use, our lighting products 

        automatically switch off with the help of powerful sensors

        We have highly accomplished, separate teams on board for Design, 

        Electronics, Logistics, Marketing & Sales, and Installation. 

        We are in the process of developinga 100% made in India capability soon.

DYNASOL?Why 

ABOUT US

Unlocking the 
extraordinary 
potential of 

the sun to light up 
our world
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        Develop renewable sources of energy

        Maximize the use of non-conventional energy

        Significantly reduce energy consumption cost for public utilities

        Conserve and cultivate more sustainable energy options

        Reduce carbon imprint

        Provide full support and after-sale services to our customers

        Enhance the quality of life for all 

VISIONOur

ALL LIGHTS 

NO SHADOW

Deliver the highest quality solar lighting manufacturing capability 

within India to meet the rising demand from government entities and 

corporates for long-term power sustainability. Further, we wish to 

lighten up the remotest corner of the country, making lives easy for 

people, wherever there is no electricity. 

MISSIONOur
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The all-in-one solar LED street lights that Dynamic produce in India 

represent the most innovative, cost-effective and elegant solution for 

illuminating the public and private spaces, such as streets, intersections, 

gardens and other public utility spaces

Product PORTFOLIO

Dynamic's hi-end, lighting products find wide-scale applications in public, 

private and government sectors. Wherever there is no reliable pre-

existing electrified street light infrastructure, all-in-one dynamic solar 

lights of the kind we specialize in producing are the ideal solution for 

optimal illumination.

APPLICATIONS

Govt/Public Sector

Nagarpalika

Municipalities

Gram Panchayat

National and State Highway 
Authority 

Airport Authority of India 

Defence Sectors

Smart cities

Non-Govt/Private Sector

Townships and residential 
projects

Hospitality Sector, such as hotels 
and resorts

Industrial Establishments

Medical institutions, such as 
hospitals, clinics etc.

Educational Institutions

Commercial projects, such as 
Malls and offices
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Compact sleek & elegant design

The solar panels, battery and LED are in one composite unit. Conventional 

products needed panels or batteries, which our product line doesn't, thus 

leading to cost-efficiency, high performance and no fear of theft of the 

battery unit. Further, in our product series, the lighting angles can easily 

be adjusted as per the application. Weather proof housing.

Sensors 

Our units have motion sensors. They automatically come on at dusk and 

switch of at dawn. The motion sensor enables enhanced/optimal lighting 

when motion is detected. This also doubles up as a security feature. Some 

models are blue tooth enabled. 

Cost Savings

No Electricity/grid power required. If incorporated at the planning stage 

of any project, all allied costs of wiring, hardware, fittings, trenching etc. 

get eliminated. Two-years, trouble-free warranty. Minimal maintenance

By DESIGN
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      No line voltage, trenching, or metering

      No power outages

      Battery backup for cloudy or rainy days up to 3 nights

      Distributed light and power - no single point of failure for enhanced security

      Easy to install with quick connect plugs - less than 1 hour

      No scheduled maintenance for up to five years

      No cost of replacing concrete, asphalt or landscaping

      No cost of transformers or meters to be added for electric service

      Qualify for savings from various state and federal taxes and incentivizes

      No monthly electric bills

      Controlled charging to prolong battery service life

      Long-life PV modules with more than 25 years of power generation capacity

      Environmentally friendly - 100% powered by the sun, solar panels reduce fossil 

      fuel consumption, eliminating pollution

      Self-contained solution - Light on/off controlled by automatic daylight sensing 

      or hour preset, no running or maintenance cost

      Better light source - LED lights feature cool white light without flickering and

      higher brightness than sodium lights

      Safe 12 volt/24 volt circuit, no risk of electric shock

Win Win FEATURES

SMART 

FEATURES 

SUPERIOR 

RESULTS

SMART SOLUTION
All the lamps are synced 
to work automatically. 

There is absolutely, 
no need for you to set 
the system by hand.
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Motion Sensor

It can be set to detect movement, as someone is passing the lamp post. At that point, 

it will begin to emit 100% brightness. As the person moves away from the post by a 

distance of 30 meters or more, the brightness will begin to dim to 30% intensity in 

order to intelligently save the solar energy stored in the system, through the day. 

The light intensity (100%, 30% or less) can be customized to user requirement.

Time Schedule

The lighting system can be set to a particular time schedule. For instance, if the lamp 

is set to light up at 18:00pm, it can subsequently be set at 18:00-23:00pm for 100% 

brightness, 23:00-03:00 am for 70%, 03:00-06:00 am for 30% brightness, as per 

user needs. The schedule and brightness standards are totally customizable.

Internet Control

On any massive-scale infrastructure project, say a road lighting project for a local 

government, we will have our field in-charge supervise the installation through the 

cycle of the project execution. If needed, the lamps can be customized to be 

internet-enabled, in which case, all lamp data, such as on and off timing; intensity 

etc. can be reviewed and controlled via the net. In case of a fault or a technical failure, 

the system will automatically notice the manager and the problem will get fixed 

immediately to ensure there is no disruption in services. In case of any emergency, 

lights can be shut down from the central control station. The product can also be 

used for surveillance purpose as CCTV is pre-installed in the lighting units. 

Intelligent LIGHTING

Dynamic's all-in-one Solar LED Street Lights provides intelligent street lighting in 

three major ways. 
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NO FUSS

NO SWEAT



Full Spectrum PORTFOLIO

Dynamic's all-in-one LED Solar Lights are integrated solar lights used for various 

applications where Solar Panel, Solar Battery (LiFePO4), Charge Controller, 

Thermal Sensor, Motion Sensor, LED Lamps are all cleverly integrated into one 

compact, slick, weather proof (IP 65~IP66) aluminum, tough glass, ABS Plastic or 

Metal housing that is easy to handle, transport, install and maintain. (CCTV is also 

installed in the lighting system – few models)

All-In-One (Integrated) LED Solar Outdoor Lights

This is our master category. Within this, we have: 

All-In-One (Integrated) LED (Low Power) Solar lights

These are ideal for lighting up street, walkway, pathway, parking, gate security 

and homes security, external spaces.

All-In-One (Integrated) LED (Low Power) Solar Pole Post/Gate Post Lights

These are most suitable for security wall, garden walkway and external walls.

All-In-One (Integrated) LED (High Power) Street Lights

Suitable for highways, bridges, stadiums, public squares, yards, large parking 

areas, bus parks, airports and railway stations.

All-In-One (Integrated) LED Solar UFO Type (High Power) Security

For shopping plazas, traffic junctions and mall lights.

All-In-One (Integrated) LED (Medium Power) Solar lights

For wildlife ranch, farms and zoos.

All-In-One (Integrated) LED (High Power) Solar lights

Specially made for defense sectors that require high level of surveillance.

All-In-One (Integrated) LED High Power Solar Smart Control Light

Ideal for smart city concepts, as this product range comes armed with CCTVs. All 

lights can be monitored and controlled from a central command station. 
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You Demand
We Deliver
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